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Trash to Cash:
Establishing and Developing a 

Sustainable Recycling Program



Firearms training facilities can be an
excellent source of recyclable commodities.
For a Law Enforcement Training Facility this

is low hanging fruit. 



Types of Commodities That Can be
Recycled From Firearms Training are:

u Target Backers (Old Corrugated Cardboard)
u Paper Targets (Ledger or Standard Office Paper)
u 50 Round Ammunition Trays (PS, PP or PE)
u Expended Cartridge Casings (Brass) 



Other Recyclable Commodities are:

u Lead Bullet Fragments
u Frangible Bullet Dust (Non-Toxic Ammo)



u Cleaning rags utilized with organic non-toxic 
weapons cleaning solutions that are biodegradable 
may be recycled by companies like TerraCycle who 
recycle hard to dispose items. 

Other Recyclable Commodities….



Key to Success in Establishing your 
Recycle Program

u Start with the commodities you have the most quantity 
of.

u Do not move to the next commodity until you have 
refined the collection and processing procedures for the 
first ones.

u Stay focused on what you are trying to accomplish.

u Diversion v. Profitability

u Never attempt the “shotgun” approach.



Common Reasons for a Failing or Less 
Than Successful Recycling Program

u First, markets were not identified for selling their 
recyclable commodities prior to launching their 
programs. 

u Second, they did not have ample staff for 
processing the recyclables brought to their facility 
in a timely manner. 



Other Challenges…..

u “I don’t have a facility”
u “I don’t have the staff”
u “I don’t know how to run a recycling program”
u “It costs me money to recycle”



Possible Solutions……

These issues are often solved simply by thinking 
beyond the normal paradigm.  For example, not 
having a facility could be resolved by checking with 
local governments for vacant building, warehouses 
owned or controlled by them that may be adequate 
to use as a recycling center.  In addition, check with 
local banks and lending institutions for building that 
they own due to foreclosure or abandonment. 



Possible Solutions…..
A lot of these types of institutions would rather have 
you use them for recycling rather than sitting empty 
and deteriorating or being vandalized.  Appeal to 
their sense of community responsibility and 
involvement.  They will also benefit from the impact 
the new recycling center will have on the reduction in 
litter and the amount of solid 
waste being landfilled in 
addition to the political and 
social capital gained with 
their involvement. 



Staffing a Recycling Center
Why Trustees?

In my experience, both in Law Enforcement and 
when a student; a significant number of individuals 
resort to crime due to not having marketable skills 
that would allow them to earn a living wage to 
enable them to support themselves 
and/or a family. 



Staffing a Recycling Center
Inmate Trustees

Using inmate trustees from your local detention 
facility would possibly give them the skills needed 
to not return to that environment; something that 
all could be very proud of.  



Detail the Story of Former 
Federal Inmate Jackson



Finding Markets for your Recyclables

Where do you find markets? 

By attending conferences and Expos such as this.  
Attend and network with the vendors and 
exhibitors.  Not all are exclusive sellers.  A fair 
number are buyers and brokers as well.



Finding Markets for your Recyclables
Network after hours and during break times that 
are scheduled as part of the conference agenda. 
Use the internet to research such terms as: 

ü “Plastic Recyclers & Buyers”
ü “Buyers of cardboard and paper.” 

Also, subscribe to such publications as: 
ü Recycling Today 
ü Waste Today 
ü Resource Recycling



Finding Markets for your Recyclables
In the end, is it fool proof?  No….

Is it guaranteed?  No…..

Nothing is a guarantee in life or in business.  This 
is a proven business model that works for the 
Department of Homeland Security’s Federal Law 
Enforcement Training Centers.



With our business model, the recycling 
program continues to grow in a measured and 

manageable manner that allows for a 
continuous and increasing positive revenue 
stream that supports a number of essential 

mission support functions.


